
Operations Solutions from 

Microsoft Services

Make your manufacturing 

operations powerful and agile 

using Microsoft Dynamics AX as 

the foundation while leveraging 

complementary Microsoft 

technologies

Operations Solutions from 

Microsoft Services allow 

manufacturing customers 

the ability to adapt to 

changing business 

demands, from the shop 

floor to distribution, using 

Microsoft Dynamics AX for 

core business functions 

while utilizing 

complementary Microsoft 

technologies for other 

workloads

.

Boost the Power of Your Business
The evolving global economy presents organizations in every industry with 

the difficult challenge of maintaining quality, growth, and innovation while 

concurrently reducing costs in ever-shorter product life cycles. As we 

attempt to balance these opposing needs, streamlining operations is a 

natural starting point. Enterprises need a comprehensive operations-

focused ERP solution that enables role-based productivity in everyday 

activities by integrating people, processes, and business systems across 

organizational boundaries.

Operations Solutions for Manufacturing
Microsoft Dynamics® AX provides global organizations with a modern and 

intuitive Operations ERP System of differentiation for manufacturing, store, 

branch and service operations that integrates with partner execution 

systems, while also integrating with, (or replacing) systems of record (e.g. 

HQ Administrative ERP) to support both market differentiated and globally 

standardized processes, while providing global visibility.

This solution drives business success through key operational scenarios:

• Use a Two-Tier deployment strategy to handle operations for your 

subsidiaries, branches, departments and plants.

• Leverage innovative, industry-specific functionality for manufacturing, 

distribution, retail, professional services, public sector, and other key 

industries

• Deploy multiple integration scenarios to satisfy a range of business 

requirements with Industry-specific operations scenarios

• Pervasive Interoperability allows you to take advantage of tight 

technology integration across Microsoft products



For more information about Consulting and Support solutions from Microsoft, contact your 

Microsoft Services representative or visit www.microsoft.com/services

End-to-End Solutions & Offerings
Microsoft Services delivers end-to-end solutions and offerings, from

enterprise strategy and solution envisioning to solution delivery and

premier support, providing customers full life-cycle services.

Maximize Investment 
Microsoft Services delivers productivity solutions that help businesses 

reduce the total cost of ownership of their technology infrastructure and 

achieve a high return on investment (ROI). Microsoft Services provides: 

World class expertise globally innovating to demonstrate what’s possible 

with Microsoft technologies 

Distinctive IP to enable our people and partners to deliver impact

Long-term customer relationships committed to long-term customer 

success. 

A relentless focus on driving customer impact through architecture, 

deployment, adoption, and support 

Take Advantage of the Microsoft Approach 
Use the effective guidance, tools, and technology of Microsoft Services to 

reduce time, costs, and risks as you assess, plan, build, deploy, and 

operate customer service solutions. 

"We can fit Microsoft 

Dynamics AX to our complex 

business. It helps us to 

provide excellent member 

service and to function as a 

more efficient and 

competitive organization."

Charles Livingston,

Senior VP, Technology,

Exclusive Resorts

Key Benefits 

• Speed adoption, cut training costs 

with familiar look and feel

• Make better decisions faster, with 

accurate, real-time operational 

information

• Respond rapidly to business 

changes

• Engage with customers through 

multiple channels

• Connect easily with Microsoft 

Office tools

• Improve communication and 

collaboration with partners and 

suppliers


